IAA Study Group: Bridging Space and Education

The following study plan was presented to IAA Commission VI by George Haskell, on behalf of the Study Group, at the Commission’s meeting in Houston during the 2002 IAC.

(The following text has been converted from the original Powerpoint charts)
IAA Study Group: "Bridging Space and Education

* **Chair:** Professor François Becker

* **Topics:**
  - Space in Education (*curriculum support*)
  - Education in Space (*workforce renewal*)
  - Space: a Tool for Education (*technical support*)

* **Scope:** All levels of Education

* **Related Topic:**
  - PR / Promotion / Public Awareness/…
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- **Events**, in collaboration with partners:
  - Plenary Session at IAC, Bremen, October 2003 (*to be proposed*)
  - Presentation to General Conference of UNESCO, October 2003 (*to be proposed*)
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• **Partners:**
  - IAF Committee on Space and Education
  - International Space University
  - UNESCO Space Education Project
  -

• **Contacts** being pursued with:
  - Space Generation Forum
  - UNISPACE III follow-on
Workshop

* **Review** and **synthesize** past work

* **Focus** on last few years of secondary education

* **Prepare** elements of future government-level "agreement"

* **Propose** international Pilot Projects
IAC Plenary

* **Present** basic elements for possible future government-level "agreement"

* **Present** two international Pilot Projects for near-term action

* **Receive** feed-back